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Dust emissions by soils, primarily originating from hot and cold (semi-) deserts, can have a large effect 
on the Earth’s system. Long distance transport of suspended dust potentially affects air circulation 
systems, biogeochemical cycles of oceanic and terrestrial ecosystems, soil characteristics and 
geomorphology. To generate dust emission, a particular wind velocity must be exceeded: the 
threshold friction velocity. Most research focused on the relation between wind velocities and dust 
emission has been carried out at sea level, where a high air pressure, and thus high air density, is 
present. Studies on the effect of low air density conditions are primarily focused on extra-terrestrial 
environments. However, more recent research demonstrated that the intensity of wind erosion on 
Earth decreased with decreasing air density. These findings form the basis for this research, which 
aims to establish the relationship between threshold friction velocities and PM10 dust emission, taking 
changing air density into account, while comparing two types of instruments: a traditional portable 
straight-line wind tunnel, and a new type of instrument, the PI-SWERL. The research is divided into 
two components: 1) a cross-comparison between a traditional portable straight-line wind tunnel and 
the PI-SWERL, and 2) a study on the influence of decreasing air density on the threshold friction 
velocity for PM10 emission by employing the PI-SWERL in the field. It was found that compared to the 
wind tunnel, the PI-SWERL measured significantly different threshold friction velocities for one of the 
materials, which can possibly be attributed to the experimental set-up. To obtain data about the effect 
of changing air density on the threshold friction velocity and dust emission potential of soils, four field 
locations at different altitudes in Switzerland were chosen to create an altitude gradient.  When testing 
the PI-SWERL in the field, a highly significant positive linear relationship between the threshold friction 
velocity for PM10 emission and air density was found. Furthermore, a significant negative linear 
relationship between the PM10 emission potential and air density was found, as the PM10 emission 
decreased with decreasing air density. Despite the different measured thresholds for PM10 emission, it 
is believed that the PI-SWERL can be used to study certain aspects of wind erosion. For future 
research, several adjustments need to be done to the experimental design to reduce variance 
between replicates and improve reproducibility. 
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